
Concept	Draw	Office	
	
Concept	Draw	Office	is	a	“comprehensive	suite	of	business	productivity	tools	“	for	Mac	and	PC.	I	reviewed	
the	Mac	version	but	according	 to	 the	company’s	website,	one	 license	 is	sufficient	 for	a	user	using	both	
operating	 systems.	 The	 three	 products	 in	 the	 suite	 are:	 ConceptDraw	 PRO,	 a	 diagramming	 tool;	
ConceptDraw	MINDMAP,	a	 tool	 for	planning,	brainstorming,	 and	building	processes;	 and	ConceptDraw	
PROJECT	for	planning	projects,	from	simple	to	complex.	
	
Without	any	instructions,	I	was	able	to	quickly	create	a	perfect	layout	of	a	restaurant.	One	table	not	in	the	
shape	library	could	be	easily	created	using	the	available	tools.	Speaking	of	tools,	the	tool	bar	was	in	the	
familiar	space	above	 the	document.	No	 learning	curve	 to	deal	with.	Even	though	 I	was	able	 to	create	a	
shape	and	add	it	to	the	library	for	future	use,	there	are	so	many	libraries	that	you	will	probably	find	the	
exact	scalable	shape	you	need	in	one	of	them.	Actually,	I	did	locate	the	shape	I	created	in	my	first	project	
later	in	one	of	the	many	samples	and	resign	elements	in	ConceptDraw	Solution	Browser.	
	
“Many”	 does	 not	 adequately	 indicate	 the	 incredible	 number	 of	 solutions	 and	 design	 elements	 that	 are	
included:	 there	 are	 22	 categories	 from	 building	 plans	 to	 Sport.	 Each	 category	 has	 a	 number	 of	
subcategories.	Let’s	look	at	one:	Building	plans.	It	has	the	following	sub	categories:	Cafe	and	Restaurant	
Plans,	Electric	and	Telecom	Plans,	Fire	and	Emergency	Plans,	Floor	Plans,	Gym	and	Spa	Area	Plans,	HVAC	
Plans,	Landscape	&	Garden,	Office	Layout	Plans,	Plant	Layout	Plans,	Plumbing	and	Piping	Plans,	Reflected	
Ceiling	Plans,	School	and	Training	Plans,	Seating	Plans,	Security	and	Access	Plans,	Site	Plans,	Sport	Field	
Plans.	Landscape	&	Garden	is	the	only	solution	in	this	group	that	costs	extra	($49),	however,	you	can	see	
the	design	elements	and	samples	before	purchase.	(You	could	create	the	Landscape	&	Garden	elements	
you	wanted	yourself).	Now,	 let’s	 see	what	 is	 included	 in	site	plans	 -	Vector	shapes	 in	design	elements:	
Parking	and	roads	(18),	Site	Accessories	(18),	Trees	and	plants	(29),	Vehicles	2d	(21).	There	are	also	5	
samples	 created	 using	 the	 design	 elements.	 The	 time	 to	 create	 the	 solution	 by	 an	 experienced	 user	 is	
included.		
		
I	 have	 been	 comfortable	with	 locking	 objects	 on	 a	 layout	 in	 other	 programs	 so	 I	 couldn’t	 accidentally	
modify	or	delete	them	but	the	lock	feature	in	ConceptDraw	Pro	meets	every	adjustment	feature	you	could	
possibly	need.	 	You	can	protect	each	of	the	following	one	by	one:	Fill,	Width,	Height,	Aspect	Ratio,	Line,	
Begin	 Point,	 End	 Point,	 Rotation,	 From	 Deletion,	 Don't	 Print,	 Show	 Text,	 X	 Position,	 Y	 Position,	 Text	
Bound.	 And	 if	 objects	 are	 grouped,	 the	 group	 can	 be	 protected.	 Think	 of	 the	 possibilities	 with	 the	
restaurant	layout	mentioned	earlier:	table	and	chair	grouping	that	could	be	moved	horizontally	but	not	
vertically	without	accidentally	ungrouping:	lock	Y	Position	and	group.	Imagine	how	quickly	two	diagrams	
could	be	created	showing	two	different	configurations	but	the	design	elements	are	move	horizontally	but	
the	angles	are	unchanged.	Create	one	diagram,	locking	essential	features.	Duplicate	and	move	the	objects	
without	changing	the	rotation	or	accidentally	deleting.		
	
ConceptDraw	 Mindmap	 offers	 an	 equally	 wide	 range	 of	 examples	 from	 business	 processes	 (Trouble	
Ticket	System)	 to	personal	planning	(Weekend	To-Do	List	or	How	to	Organize	Your	Own	Art	Show).	A	
new	map	is	created	by	clicking	the	Brainstorm	icon,	entering	the	theme	of	the	brainstorm	and	clicking	the	
start	button.	Enter	your	 ideas	and	press	enter	after	each	entry.	The	 ideas	are	placed	on	 the	screen	 for	
rearranging	after	 the	check	mark,	 signaling	 the	end	of	your	 list,	 is	 checked.	ConceptDraw	MINDMAP	 is	
overwhelming,	not	because	it	is	hard	to	create	a	solution,	but	because	there	are	so	many	features.	Some	
diagrams	 can	 contain	 many	 elements	 which	 can	 be	 difficult	 to	 read	 on	 a	 screen	 but	 there	 are	 two	



solutions:	1)	Drag	the	cursor	over	an	area	you	wish	to	highlight	for	a	couple	of	seconds	and	that	section	
will	 fill	 the	screen;	2)	Select	Print	Map	 from	the	 file	menu	and	 the	Map	can	be	 fitted	 to	multiple	pages	
(such	as	2	X	2).		
	
ConceptDraw	Mindmap	integrates	perfectly	with	ConceptDraw	PROJECT.	Create	a	map	then	click	Open	in	
Project	button	and	your	map	is	converted	immediately.		
	
While	I	needed	no	help	to	get	started	ConceptDraw	PRO,	I	recommend	viewing	the	tutorial	or	reading	the	
PDF	file	for	MindMap.	Actually,	the	available	videos	are	a	great	source	of	help	for	all	the	products.		
	
Pro:		 Easy	installation	

Easy	to	use	
Large	number	of	design	elements	and	examples	
Many	short	videos	
Tech	support	–	Text	help	&	phone	number.		
Many	export	formats	(PDF,	Graphic,	MS	products,	…)	
	

Con:	 MINDMAP	Presentations	go	smoothly	from	slide	to	slide	but	words	and	graphics	sometimes	get	
cut	off.	However,	if	a	mindmap	is	exported	to	a	PowerPoint	or	Word	file	the	presentation	is	more	
acceptable.	 I	 wrote	 this	 before	 using	 the	 online	 help.	 I	 got	 a	 quick	 response	 from	 a	 support	
analyst	who	said	they	were	aware	of	the	bug	due	to	“some	OS	changes	in	Mac”	and	suggested	a	
possible	 solution.	 So	 the	 only	 concern	 one	 might	 have	 is	 there	 is	 a	 lot	 to	 learn	 to	 fully	 use	
ConceptDraw	MINDMAP	&	ConceptDraw	PROJECT.		
	

Note:	 Some	output	could	not	be	tested	since	I	am	reluctant	to	install	Flash	or	Java	on	my	Mac.	
	

Product:		 ConceptDraw	Office	3	
Components:		 ConceptDraw	MINDMAP	
	 ConceptDraw	PRO	
	 ConceptDraw	PROJECT	
Price:		 $499		(Academic	&	Individual	component	pricing	is	available)	
URL:		 conceptdraw.com	
Company:	 CS	Odessa	(Americas)		
Macintosh	System	Requirements:		
	 OS:		 X	10.9	and	higher	
	 CPU:		 Intel	
	 Ram:		 1.5	GB	
	 HDD:		 650	MB	
	
Addendum:	CS	Odessa	has	created	an	app	for	the	iPad	called	Diagram	Viewer,	which	I	 just	discovered.	

It’s	a	great	app	for	viewing	ConceptDraw	PRO	files.		
	
Mark	Wassmansdorf	reviewed	Concept	Draw	Office	for	Main	Line	MacIntosh	Users	
Group.	He	was	a	member	of	the	class	selected	for	the	first	computer	programming	
class	offered	at	Boston	College.	His	 first	personal	computer	was	an	Apple	 IIe.	 	He	
has	 taught	 computer	 programming	 and	 Computer	 applications	 in	 elementary	
school,	high	school	and	college.	 	


